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We have so much to report in this issue, with lots of photos, events and happenings. I hope that you all are having an
amazing year and some well-deserved time-off. Adoption ARC is officially of legal age now. We turned 21 years old in March, 2015.
Thank you to everyone who makes it possible every day in helping beautiful families come together.  Here is what is going on in our world!

HEllo, ANd HAPPy SuMMER to you!

Adoption ARC, Inc.
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware Licensed

www.adoptionarc.com
4701 Pine St. J-7 • Philadelphia, PA 19143

SuMMER 2015

By now, many of you have had the lovely oppor-
tunity to work with our wonderful and tireless
birth parent counselor, Kristin Corliss, BS. Who
joined our staff in December, 2014. As you have
experienced, Kristin does not know how to do
anything half-way, least of all with her birth
moms, babies, and adoptive families.  During
her seven months at the agency, she has sup-
ported numerous birth parents through labor
and delivery, open meetings, and has continued

to support them toward their goals- post placement. Kristin came to
Adoption ARC with a wide range of adoption experience from her years
as an adoption social worker for children and families in the Pennsylvania
Child Welfare System. Ms. Corliss has experience counseling children,
birth families and adoptive families on their journey to permanency. She
has extensive understanding of the legal system and laws of the states
of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware and the Hague Treaty for In-
ternational Adoption. Prior to her adop-
tion career, Kristin worked as a
counselor at an in-patient psychiatric fa-
cility for adolescents. She graduated
with a Bachelor’s of Science degree in
Psychology from West Chester Univer-
sity in 2008. Kristin’s love for adoption
is not limited to children. She also vol-
unteers and fosters with a local dog
rescue where she works to give dogs
a forever family! She has one furry
baby at home named Chester. We look
forward to having Kristin aboard for
many, many years!

BIRtH PARENt CouNSEloR

Kristin with Nick

Jim, Carmel and baby Saoirse get a US Passport

Well, we turned 21 years old in March, and our kids have been reaching
majority, age 18, so some have started the search process, which
brought Merle, Laura and I to some ethical considerations. 
How does the law (which says that at 18- with birth parent consent- we
may give out identifying information to adoptees) mesh with responsible
social work? Sure, we can just make copies of information and send it
out to an adult adoptee, but really, that is not considering where the
adoptee is mentally or emotionally. 
Thus, we have created our Application for Search Services, which re-
quires the young adults to answer some questions (ie: What are three
goals which you hope to accomplish with this search?) We also ask them
to disclose any mental health diagnosis, the name of their  mental health
provider, and request their authorization in order to be able  to speak to
that provider. Finally, we highly encourage two telephone interviews with
Laura Hoffman, LCSW to occur as part of our process– one to assess
the adoptee and one to review information about his or her birth family.
So far, this methodology seems to be working well. So, please remember,

that when your child turns eighteen and wishes to search, we wel-
come him or her and will assist you through this process of dis-
covery.
We have been contacted from some adoptees and parents regard-
ing issues while their children are under the age of 18. Many times,
they are requesting that we search and reunify as a panacea for all
the other issues going on in the child’s life. This often comes from
a good place. Who wants to see their child unhappy or struggling?
Is there a magic answer? 
Legally, we are not permitted to search for birth parents when chil-
dren are under the age of 18, , especially when we do not have per-
mission from the birth parent(s). Our hands are tied. However, many
times, the reunion is NOT the answer, but, rather some counseling,
or a meeting with Adoption ARC and the family for some questions
to be answered, or “hearing” how the child feels. If ARC, in our pro-
fessional opinion feels that there is a need for further services, we
will discuss this with you and make a referral.

Remember, we are your
partner in your lifelong
adoption journey!

SEARCHING

Kristin and her babies!

Steph and Arnouid meet Milan's borth mom

Richard, Priscilla, Des and Sky Our equestrian, Kyra April, 2015, age 11 



As you know, Adoption
ARC has been fortunate
to be serving families for
over 21 years. As such,
we take great pride in

adoption education. In 2013, we brought
you a video made featuring our very brave
birth moms.  This year, we have chosen to
focus on our terrific adoptive parents and
our adoptees.  The subject which we chose
was open adoption. We were able to inter-
view seven wonderful, very different and special
families whose adoption stories are unique and
powerful. We will bring this film with us during
our classes in Ireland and The Netherlands this
summer and also begin showing it locally to our
adoptive families and areas social workers and
prenatal clinics.  I want to give a hearty thank
you to the Adoption ARC team and our volun-
teers: Jeff and Leslie Reis and daughter, Cyd-
ney; Laura Hoffman and son, Benji, Jennifer and

Mike Park and son, Graham, Marco
Banis, Alex Veldhuizen and son,
Milan and Birth Mom, Jennifer;
Nancy and Sam Rosario and
sons, Ian and Christian; Christy
Esworthy and daughters Katie
and Karlie and son, Eric; Chris
and Rita Etheredge and daugh-
ter, Cheyenne; Mary Ellen Wirth
and son, Jeriah ,Trina Massa and
daughter, Brittany, and Greg and
Allison Smith and daughters,
Sarah and Lily.

On August 8, 2015, we will be holding our annual
Meet and Greet at the Conrad Hilton Dublin.
This year, we became official partners with ARC
Adoption of Ireland- No, not a relative but just a
similar name. It has been our pleasure to work

with Mr. Shane Downer and Mr. Mervyn Nutley as we bring more
gorgeous families together. I will be meeting with them while in Ire-
land.
We will also hold our first Adoption ARC- Ireland Reunion this
summer and we look forward to our Irish-US families growing!

On August 15th, 2015, we will hold our yearly Dutch/European Re-
union at the Amersfoort Zoo from 12-5PM. Come one, come all!
We will look at the animals and then do what we do best- eat, drink
and kibbitz (That is Yiddish for chat and kid). There is still time to
sign up!
On August 16, 2015, we will be hosting our yearly Meet and
Greet at the Renaissance Amsterdam from 1:30-4PM. Our won-
derful advocates will be present to answer some questions and
describe the process along with Tara Gutterman, Esquire, Founder
and Laura Hoffman, the Social Work Supervisor.
I want to welcome two more Adoption ARC  Advocates to the team
of Marco Banis and Alex Vedhuizen, Marco and Sabine Boer, Nicole
and Gerwin Haumann, Marianne and Andre Van Den Bos.   Our new

A Pensive Laura and Benji

Graham and Jenn with Tara, Tomer and Jonah
in Philadelphia

Ian doing some shopping

Proud Dad Sam with Chris

Cheyenne and Jayda

families are Pricilla De Vries and Richard
Dros as well as  Richard and Marc den
Ouden Somers.  Welcome!!

Richard and Marc den Ouden Somers are
daddies to almost two-year old, Ivy. They
bring with them a great deal of spunk and
enthusiasm for adoption, along with  their first
hand knowledge of open adoption. Their proce-

dure went through A New Way and Adoption
ARC.

We also welcome with open arms, Priscilla
de Vries and Richard Dros, who are the
proud parents of Dez and Sky. Many of you may rec-
ognize our "celebrity couple" from the Today Show in 2013. They
also had an A New Way- Adoption ARC procedure. Priscilla and
Richard also have experience with open adoption.

Chris, Rita, Cheyenne and Jayda

Karlie, Katie and Eric with mom Christie 

and Dad Scott

ARC Advocates shirt 2

ARC Advocates shirt 1

ClASSES ANd EduCAtIoN

Boaz and girlfriend Anne-Maria

Happy Family on the Beach

Julia with Sabine and Jasper- just meeting

Jonah, Toby and Kas on their first day of camp together

Bonding with daddy at a Phillies game

Julia with Sabine and Jasper-NOW!

Rutger and Lucas share a closeness with

Nick's birth family and big brother

Lotus, Ceder and Sterre

Thijs and Patricia meet Lakeisha with Olivia

Robin and Tobias best buddies

Sarah, age 13, and Ethan, age .5

Senn Dean and Lynn Haumann
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Neil and Mark ages, 11 and 12



CoMING HoME

Tara gives Julian a snuggle

Julian with Miss Brenda- 
7 years later

Martijn and Wendy did a
US Vacation and tour with

Julian and stopped by to
see his former foster
mom, Miss Brenda and also

the ARC family.

Brandi has her first yearly visit with Lilly
and is delighted. 

Ilja and Marcel , Liefke and Amy
come back to visit after five years

Thomas and Amy

The Broersma family stopped by with
five year old Amy during their Ameri-
can vacation . They were very inter-
ested in keeping the bond with Amy’s
birth mom and have tried to do so
over the years.  We are hoping for a
reconnection with her in the future.
The family does have another family
connection for Amy back at home-
her brother, Thomas, who wasadopted by another Dutch couple.

They often get together and the chil-
dren have  a biological sibling bond.

Rafi and his beautiful birth mom -a year later

Moms Rebecca
and Sophie chose to vacation this year

in Philadelphia and surrounding areas

and met up with Rafi’s birth mom,

Dana, who was very emotional and

happy to see Rafi doing so well. 

This year has brought many of our families and children “home” to Adoption ARC for visits with us and their birth families. These reunions have
been incredible and beautiful to witness and have been so positive for our families on all sides of the triad. 

Please see some of the wonderful shots from our
reunions.

Rebecca and Sophie place Rafi on his birth mom’s lap

Vincent and Johan bring Ella to visit Philadelphia and

her birth mom. 

Jonah and three year old Milan at the  Philly zooPaul and Stephan bring Kas and Toby to

the US almost every year

Laura got some good snuggle time with

Colin and Felice 

Marco and Alex and Milan meet Birth Mom

Jennifer once again and it was awesome! 

FRoM AN AdoPtEd CHIld

I have so much love and admiration for my biological parents, wherever and whoever you are. My family
(adopted) love me and support me in everything that I do. Having a child now myself, I can't imagine the
strength and love it takes to give up a child so s/he may have a better life. 
I hope that this message eases a parent's heart. Know that your choice is accepted, admired, and truly ap-

preciated. I can't even imagine having that strength, it takes a truly selfLESS
and loving parent to do that. 

A gorgeous 10 year old Jenna wrestles a crocodile

Beautiful Brianna before the school
dinner dance

dayana age 9

Birth Mom J embraces M as Dad A looks on

Bryan and Lynette meet Jackson
Ed, Edwin and Dinand in the mostmagical place

Daddy with Olivia-beachside

Mikala

Mary takes time to read to
two cuties
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It is with great joy that I am happy to report that one of our little boys with the potential for extreme special needs due to a birth injury, made it
home to his forever family. It takes a special family with great training and understanding to be able to make a commitment to a child who could
be a lifetime total care child. Through a networking journey, Adoption ARC was able to identify such a family. Even better, Adoption ARC was able
to offer a large fee exception to this family due to our Special Needs Fund. So, ARC family,  all of you, take a bow, because without everyone, this
special little boy would not have been able to make his way home. Thank you!

Living In The Universe Of Uncertainty 
A Woman’s Journey To Motherhood

By Laura Hoffman, MSW, LCSW

There is so much assumption in youth, which is actually a beautiful thing.  It is a luxury to truly believe that your hopes and dreams will unfold,
uninterrupted by any external force.  The idea that your desires will not come to fruition is a non-issue.  We have scripts that are sub consciously
written in full detail. It is our expectation that our reality will look like what we want it to resemble.

I’ve always been the type of person who knew what I wanted and when I wanted it.  Whether it was as a small child knowing exactly what I wanted
to wear, or what I’d like to order from a menu in a restaurant, I was clear.  I wasn’t afraid to try new things and like many children, my understanding
of the world was limited and naïve.  What I came to learn was that if I effectively followed the necessary steps, my perseverance and commitment
yielded me the results I was seeking.  The reward was at the end of the equation and it “always” made the journey a sweet and exciting one.  Un-
certainty didn’t exist too much as a younger person.  School days and home life were full of structure and routine.  

When my husband at the time and I decided to start a family it was an extremely exciting “decision” on our parts.  We giggled with excitement
that we were going to be parents!  There was so much hopefulness living inside of us.  We were so eager to fulfill one of our lifelong dreams in
becoming parents together.  We projected what our baby will look like, whose personality the baby will have and what logistics we will need to
arrange so that we can have work/life balance.  We talked about taking a trip before we start trying, as we thought it will be a good idea to spend
some quality time together before the baby comes.  Little did we know, after four long years, six Inter Uterine Inseminations (IUI), 3 InVitro Fer-
tilization procedures, and 3 miscarriages we still were not parents.  We exhausted most of our savings, and certainly most of our emotional reser-
voirs were depleted.  There was no medical explanation to help us understand what was happening, which actually made the frustration and
sadness worse.

Many who know me personally have described me as “strong willed and motivated”. These traits have served me quite well in many venues.  Ac-
ademically and professionally I have thrived on setting goals and meeting them with skill and devotion.  My intellectual appetite is rarely satiated,
therefore, when something doesn’t make sense to me, or renders itself confusing, I become a detective and I research, and I gather information
until my answer is obtained.  I come from of a family of educators, I’ve always been told, “knowledge is power”.  My parents embraced education
and infiltrated learning into every aspect of my and my brother’s childhood.  I am also a Jewish woman who was raised with a strong sense of
Judaism.  One of the main core values of my Religion is honoring education and seeking answers to questions throughout the course of life.
When my fertility struggles were left with a big question mark, I began to experience my drive for knowledge and desire for answers to be upsetting
and exhausting character traits.

The more I sought answers, the less informed I became.  My vision of what my life will look like quickly shifted as I entered into the “Universe Of
Uncertainty”.  This proverbial universe was where I landed without choice.  I knew I needed to be a mother.  That was something I was sure about,
however the way in which I became a mother was what I had to reframe.  There was loss and there was grief.  I never realized how many fantasies
I had regarding “my pregnancy”.  People were going to smile at me, open doors for me and ask me how I was feeling.  I was going to get adorable
maternity clothes and my husband was going to rub my feet at the end of the day.  But, the most intense fantasy of all, that was so deeply etched
in my mind, was in the delivery room.  I saw my husband by my side, he was encouraging me to endure the pain and keep pushing, and then
there was my baby!  The doctors placed my baby on my chest and we all cried with delight.   That was a lot to bid farewell to, a sad goodbye to a
chapter in my book of life that I had always yearned for and assumed would occur.

We began to explore the world of adoption.  In many ways it felt very exciting for me to have tasks again.  I did my due diligence and read about,
and spoke to many resources about the best avenue to pursue the adoption journey.  At first, we went with a large, out of State agency that had a
very well known reputation.  Shortly after our initial decision to use this agency, I stumbled (literally, as my office was across the hallway from
them) upon Adoption ARC and decided to meet with their founder, attorney Tara Gutterman.  When we met with Tara, I immediately knew in my
heart that my baby would be coming to me through this warm and compassionate woman’s agency.  It was a feeling unlike anything I’ve experi-
enced.  That day, we stopped our process with our former agency and began working with Adoption ARC.

SPECIAl NEEdS AdoPtIoN

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4



special needs... continued 

Wendy and Martijn meet Julian for

the first time-2008

Caleb and Issac age 9

Throw Back- Marc and Richard withMiss Brenda and Ivy

Siblings Felice and Colin

The staff at Adoption ARC lovingly teased me and told me I was the fastest adoptive parent applicant they have ever seen.  I knew then, and I know
now that I welcomed all of the tasks affiliated with being prepared to become an adoptive parent, because I felt like I had a sense of purpose again
in my journey towards parenthood.  I felt I had something to do to lead me towards my greatest desire in the world, to be a mother.  We scheduled
our Home Study and met our delightful Social Worker, Symantha Jones-Armstead.  We had our FBI fingerprints taken, sent off our request for
child abuse clearances and criminal history requests.  We wrote essays about each other and created a profile full of pictures of all of our family,
friends and pets.  After much diligent effort, the day came when all of our paperwork was submitted and our home study was complete. NOW
WHAT?

Now I had full residence in the “Universe Of Uncertainty”.  I constantly wondered; when would it happen?  A year, a year and a half or two?  Will
it be a boy or a girl?  I haven’t heard from Adoption ARC for a while now, did they forget about us?  Should I call them?  I don’t want to be a pain.
What if no birth mother picks us?  What if we are too old, or not “hip” enough.  What if, what if, what if……… Supportive friends and family told
me to “relax”, and that when the time is right our baby will come to us.  During the waiting time, watching children with their mothers seemed like
a radical injustice.  Hearing friends’ children in the background of our telephone calls aggravated me.  Invitations to baby showers and children’s
birthday parties were heart wrenching. I had to do something, because I was making myself, and those around me miserable.

So, I decided to embrace the uncertainty of this difficult journey, to love it and to trust it with every cell in my body.  I choose to look at the
uncertainty as an exciting surprise in the making.  Trusting that the timing will lead to the perfect situation for my family and me.  I would close
my eyes at night before I fell asleep and I would visualize the Universe working hard to make me a mother.  I simply decided to trust, to trust the
process and to trust that one day, when I will be I holding my baby close in my arms, I will thank the Universe for the very process that transpired
in bringing me my perfect match.

On January 8, 2009 my dream came true and I met my son, Benjamin Ezra Hoffman.  It was love at first sight!  Today, at six and one half years
old, Benjamin (Benji, as we fondly call him), brightens the world of so many people in his life.  He is so unique and special, with such a strong per-
sonality.  He has such particular nuances with how he engages in the world.  In my wildest dreams, I never thought I’d be grateful for my journey
towards being the mother of Benji.  Today, I would gladly repeat the same exact process to have him.  At times I shutter to think what my life would
be without my little boy. There are very few things that I can say I know for sure.  My process of becoming a parent has taught me so much about
uncertainty and faith.  However, I am certain that Benji was meant to be with me, and I with him.  The pain, loss and waiting are mere distant mem-
ories.  The love I feel for him and his Birth Mother is beyond healing.  

In closing, I would like to share a quote from one of my favorite poets.  I’ve loved this quote for many, many years.  I called upon it during my
journey to parenthood, and found tremendous respite in these words by Rainer Maria Rilke:

I beg you … to have patience with everything unresolved in your heart and try to love the questions themselves as if they were locked rooms or
books written in a very foreign language.  Don’t search for the answers, which could not be given to you now, because you would not be able to
live them.  And the point is, to live everything.  Live the questions now.  Perhaps then, someday far in the future, you will gradually,
without even noticing it, live your way into the answer…

James celebrates the 4th of July

Ellis,Lisa and Bennett at Fenway

Jeeler and Lewis-a dynamic duo

Everyone in this photo got Nyla home to Tim and

Alexandra as fast as possible

Gorgeous 17 year is Tyti

Ingrid and Twan with handsome Brent

Jael and Raf show their American side
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Baby Jackson was and is his parents’, Lynette and
Bryan and big sister, Lauren’s dream come true

Lieven James will always make Mother’s Day Spe-

cial for Helen and Kevin

Baby Max is Bas and Hielke’slittle miracle

Olivia- Monique bonded quickly with

Thijs and Patricia 

Amelie was the answer to her

parents’, Karine and Nicolas’s prayers 

Baby Gio was a Christmas miracle for

Peter and Patricia

CoNGRAtulAtIoNS

Noa became the apple of Thijs, Menno

and Big Brother, Elliot’s eyes

Julia brought lots of love to Sabine

and Jasper

A beautiful daughter formed a forever family for

Jess, Fabricio and Lorenzo

Emmanyuelle gave Amy and Nathan the

best love ever

Maurice and Mom Deirdre have be-

come inseparable 

Fay is enjoying her new daddies,

Sandor and Sanne

Simon fulfilled the joy of family life
for Charles and Anne Marie 

Son Jonathan could not make Edith or Raymond more delighted

to be parents

Aiden brough the firewords to Siob-

han and Paddy’s Fourth of July

Baby Wyatt is in good, loving  hands with 

Mark and Bas

Nyla is and was the perfect match for

Tim and Alexandra 

Baby Milan became the sun, moon and stars for
Arnoud and Stefan

Please welcome the following new Adoption ARC Families

Rutger and Lucas full of LOVE and Nick



I wanted to acknowledge our wonderful partners in The Netherlands,
Ireland, and Canada who have worked tirelessly with Adoption ARC
in assisting in the creation of these wonderful families.
We have been fortunate to work with Dr. Sanne Buursink, Bo Merkus,
Patricia Van Den Burgt  at A New Way in the Netherlands since 2011.
We are very proud that ARC Adoptieve, Patricia and Daniel Klink, the
medical consultant are part of this wonderful organization. Some-
times, it feels like we all share an office, we are in such
regular communication. We feel so lucky that we
share the same philosophies regarding adoption and
openness and are able to support all parts of the
triad.

Our lovely Canadian partners are Choice Adoption
Agency in Vancouver lead by Maire Lapointe and
social worker, Laura Carin. These ladies’ dedication, determination
and sensitivity make is a true pleasure to work with our neighbors to
the North. We have been in partnership with Choices since 2012. We

have had many successful placemements in
Canada over the past years and are glad that
we have a resurgence of Canadians offering
great homes to our children, and giving birth
mothers and fathers more choices in the se-
lection of the adoptive family.

Our newest partner is ARC Adoption in Ire-
land under the direction of Shane Downer

who is a very warm man who always is up for humor which is
what we need in our field, as it can be quite intense. I had the
pleasure of meeting Shane last summer and I plan a return next
month and will also meet with Mervyn Nutley. This year, Adop-
tion ARC has placed several children in Ireland and we have
several more matches coming up. We do not rely on the luck
of the Irish but in Shane and Mervyn’s expertise and great rap-
port with the adoptive parents to build these gorgeous families.
We will be hosting our first Irish Reunion this summer as well.
received this beautiful message on facebook from an adoptee (not

from our agency but someone who just wished to
reach out) to let birth parents know how much
love and respect that she has for them.

SHout out

Beautiful Hailey in Canada

Sky and Des

The Parks show us Cleveland and LeBron

The gorgeous Elensky children

The Holidays

CoNGRAtulAtIoNS 

to ouR FAMIlIES

We would like to take the time to congratulate some of our 2015
High School grads and show you the lovely young adults that they
have become.

Moms Pam and Michelle are so proud of high school

graduate Levi that they baked him a cake 

Stefan Elensky graduates with proud mom,Brenda at his side.

Kelley and David are so proud of Hannah

Bill and Trina celebrate Daughter, Brittany’s high

school graduation

Ian’s dads, Scott and Scott are beaming with pride as

their oldest son together graduates high school 

Congratulations to two wonderful young men who have graduated
high school and are playing football in college. They are Jonah Trin-

niman who will be at BYU and Cody Scott who plays at Snow
College. Congratulations, men!! We are so proud of you.

Jonah Trinniman

Noria Summer 2015

Noa at age 4

Cody Scott with Dad

Cody Scott with Mom
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Penny Mallon and her son, Ryan

Jasa joins her big brothers as part of

Kristy and Mark’s permanent family

Congratulations to big brother Tycho, Kees,

Domenique and Raoul

Nella officially becomes a Nagy forever

Mike, Katie and Miles make it legal

Marco and Linda make Mio theirs forever

Tycho, Raoul, Sofie and Tim decide 
to go to court

Martijn  and Stephan make Sofie theirs forever 

Angenette and Kevin make Layla’s

adoption final

Nicole and Sonja complete their
family with baby Tim

FINAl HEARINGS 
All good things must start with a good finish. Congratulations to:

From switzerland   - our dutch families are so 

proud of their American kids.

Janice and Dermott finalize Amelia’s adoptionand are Adoption ARC’s 1st Irish adoption

Dirk, Manja and Zoe finalize Summer's adoption

From IRElANd-

One thing we do well here at Adoption ARC is get together.
We do this every day in so many different ways! We
would like to share some beautiful and meetings and re-
unions with you in this section.
The first most basic meeting is the Open Meeting. The
Open Meeting is one defined by our agency as the
birth mother and or father and when appropriate, ex-
tended family meeting with the baby and adoptive par-
ents. Usually, this meeting will take place at the
Adoption ARC offices with Staff Present and facilitating
the conversation. The meetings can be very emotional
and are certainly very meaningful. Most times, photos
are taken and shared and the Adoptive Family presents
a gift to the birth family of nominal financial value but
of great meaning which ties their two families together.

Please see some of our most recent lovely meetings...

MEEtINGS oF All KINdS

Carmen and Graham and Max
make Charlotte’s adoption final

Dean and Deirdre celebrate 
Archie’s adoption

Sharon with baby Estelle forever

Happy Final Adoption Day to Twan, Ingrid and Brent; Wilco,

Irma, Anne-Maria and David; Richard, Priscilla and baby Sky;

Rebecca, Sophie and Rafi; and Michael, Marcel and Jesse

From switzerland  - the dunbar and 

Shults families 

share final 

adoption day. 

Chris, Anna and Nella meet birth mom, Briara
Lynette and Bryan meet the birth parents and ex-

tended family

Helen and Kevin are grateful to Dana..

Sandor and Sanne had a great open meeting

with Angel

Rutger and Lucas share a closeness….

Kyleesha, Edith and Raymond with Jonathanand his siblings

Birth Mom Jennifer with Milan.. as close as ever

QUOTE FROM JENNIFER TO MILAN’S DADS:
“His memory will last forever. Looking at it  (photos) again, and again. You're home now,
but looking at this picture I swear I can still feel his warm embrace.”



‘Twas the night before Mother’s Day and all through the house, 
my hubby was shopping so he would not be a louse;

The roses were placed in the vases with care 
in hope that they would last more than a few days- to be fair;

The children were nestled in front of their Wii, 
catatonic and smiling as sweet as can be;

And mama in her sweats and hubby in his shorts
were hoping for a night free -please God-free of sports ;
When down from the basement arose such a clatter; 

hubby ran down the steps, screaming in Hebrew, 
to see what was the matter;

And what did Tomer’s wondering eyes see, 
but Jonah, Izzy (nephew), and Ari (friend) 

making a “Memory Jar” as creative as can be;
Small papers were everywhere with sashes and bows 

and little boys chatter talking about- well, who knows…
All of a sudden-they raced up the stairs 
with their creations proudly dancing in the air;

What is that, I asked, startled and  amazed as could be-
“It’s a Memory Jar, Mom” – about our ten years together- 

just you and me;
I unwrapped the box- no Prada or Gucci shoes- I sighed

Well, maybe a massage or a facial could get me by:
Ok, not that either, but you know what, who cares;

He actually remembered the million times 
I told him my version of Goldilocks and the Three Bears;

He told me that he remembered our special day- a few years past 
When we ditched school and work and went to that special water-

park-at last
My heart overflowed with each small piece of paper in the Jar,

which revealed each memory etched deep in his heart:
Nothing could make me happier-nothing by far;

So, Mommies (and Daddies)- take a lesson from me- 
you may not think they notice everything that we do:

But we are their world- 
no matter how they came to you!!

So, what makes Adoption ARC unique?? Well, you are forever part of
our family and as such, we want to treat you like family.  So, get ready
for some food and fun. Below is just some fun times which we want to
share from this year.

CHRISTMAS 
AND CHANUKAH: 
What does a Jewish girl
know about Christmas??
A lot, now! It was a joy
celebrating December
25th with Family and
ARC family- Peter
and Patricia and Gio

and Mark, Bas and Wyatt.
We got some food, and
goodies and drinks on and some
karaoke. I love this photo of Dad
Paul with Peter.

SUPERBOWL SUNDAY:
The Seahawks versus the Patri-
ots and Arnoud and Steph and
In town with their new son,

Milan. It is time for a
party- Philly style and Adoption ARC
Style. We do not go light on the
food. The Half Time show with Katy
Perry blew Benji and Steph away!
Meanwhile Tess, Maddie, Eve, Jonah

and Izzy had tween/teen time down-
stairs in the “Man Cave”.

MOTHER’S (AND FATHER’S DAY)
BRUNCH:
On Sunday, May 10th, Tara, Tomer nad and
Jonah  hosted a New Parent’s Brunch at her
their home to celebrate Mother’s (and Father’s
Day). Lots of food and good conversation pre-
vailed. Laura, Kristin, Tomer, Art, Tara, Jonah,

Eve, Izzy and Eli were in attendance with Patricia, Thijs and
Olivia-Monique; Sanne,Sandor and Fay; Kevin, Helen and
Lieven;  Jim, Carmel and Saoirse;  Tim, Alexandra and
Nyla ; Amy , Nathan and Emmanyuelle; and, Martijn,
Wendy and Julian.

PARtIES, EAtING, 

dRINKING ANd KAREoKE:

Christmas/Chanukah Table set for eating

Peter, Patricia, Gio and Bas, Mark and Wyatt cele-
brate Chrismakwah

Peter and Paul Singing Kareoke

Laura, Merle, Tara and Mom Trudy get into the holi-

day Spirit

Superbowl, BABY!

Benji and Steph- two Katy Perry fans

Jonah holds Milan as Tara looks on during the Super-

bowl party

Cousin Michelle and Laura check out the

food and Balloons

Stephan, Arnoud and Milan sit with the food

Mother’s Day spread

AN odE to MotHER’S dAy 

FRoM 2013

Terri and her  beautiful  11
year old daughter, Rian

Sanne and Sandor with baby Fay and her

gorgeous birth mom
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Happy

MotHER’S

dAyMark, Bas and Wyatt and Patricia, Peter and Gio showTara and Her family how to celebrate Christmas



Love wins US

I want to wrap up our latest newsletter with three wonderful
events which happened in the past few months.

The first happy surprise occurred on June 26, 2015 when the
Supreme Court of the United States ruled by a vote of 5-4 that
bans on marriage equality are unconstitutional. Marriage is a fun-
damental right to all. We applaud this message for so many rea-
sons. However, Adoption ARC is especially gratified that our
children will be able to see their parents legally wed and respected

as any couple can and should be. Congratulations!

Sometimes, we like to sneak you
in for a quick bite to some of our
favorite Philly restaurants. You
know, Philadelphia has quite the
reputation for good eating : ) We have been lucky

enough to hit Pod, The Rose Tattoo,
Amada, and The White Dog Café with
our great families this season. We
also have many fantastic sites and at-
tractions. Two of which are the “Please
Touch Museum” and the Philadelphia
Zoo. Feel free to check them out when

you come to visit.
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Each year many of our families and children get together in small
groups to stay connected.  Many met in Philadelphia when becoming
a family and will always share this special time.

MINI REuNIoNS

Three Philly Girls Now in 2015

Tara with Martijn Stephan, Anne Maria and Sofie

Graham and Jenn with Tomer, Tara 
and Jonah at POD

Arnoud, Steph and Milan grab some lunch with Tara

Zoo Trip with Alex, Marco, Milan and Jonah

tHE BESt SuRPRISES

They all met in Philly and are Growing Up together

Three gals from Philly in 2011

dINING out

The Rose Tattooo with Rutger, Lucas and Nick   

What can I tell you? We love our charbroiled foods on the open flame here in Philly and Jersey. We
were very happy to host Paul and Stephan and sons, Kas
and Toby in May and the Fourth of July brought us a beau-
tiful news family, Paddy, Siobhan and son, Aiden.

BBQ AMERICAN StylE

Paul with Kas and Toby

Tomer hangs with Toby
Stephan and Tara put blonde 

power together

Happy 4th of July Merle with Siobhan, Aiden and
Jonah and Eli

Tomer, Paddy and Art raise a toast to Aiden

Kas, Toby, Jonah, Eve and Izzy at Tara and Tomer’s house

Love Wins Philadelphia Museum of Art

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Another surprise occurred in April, 2015
when Adoption ARC was extremely
busy with placements and a birth
mother came late in her pregnancy to
make an adoption plan. She was without

a resource for her two and four
year old children while she went
into deliver and needed help.
Founder Tara Gutterman and her
family met the children and the
mother made a private agreement
to place the children in her care
temporarily. Enter, C and G.  
Although, these bright, delightful children
were only with us for a week, they made
a lasting impression on us. They live in

transitional housing with their birth mom and she strug-
gles financially. She also made the choice to become sober and
has completed her program and is following through with
this brave choice.  With everything on her plate, she man-
ages to teach her children

good manners, the alpha-
bet and about G-D. We
have never met such
bright, loving and kind
toddlers. Poverty is never
an excuse NOT to be a
good parent and we
support and honor this mother
for her strong choices and de-
sire and work to raise beauti-
ful, kind children. They also
taught us that sometimes
you cannot plan for life and
that you put your best foot

forward and just DO what you
need to do. Ideally, I would have loved time to prepare

for our houseguests, but I did not have time. Were we exhausted,
Yes! Were we happy, Absolutely! Did our only child learn how to
share us and give his time and love to two younger children, Yes,
he most certainly
did. We call them
our visiting little an-
gels and they made
a great impact on
our lives.

surprises.. continued 

Eve helps take care of the kids

Lunch with my kids and tempkids- Chayse and Gigi

One of my favorite surprises in-
volves two wonderful Adoption ARC
families; Leslie and Jeff and their
daughter, Cydney and Marcia and
Mark and their daughter, Beth. Cyd-

ney is nine years old and Beth
is six years old. They live in dif-
ferent  states but they share the
same birth mother.  In the
Spring, Leslie, Jeff and Cydney
generously agreed to be filmed
for our new Open Adoption
movie regarding Cyney’s de-

sire to meet her birth mom. (Unfortu-
nately, the birth mother’s whereabouts
are unknown to the families and to
Adoption ARC.). She talked about what she would like to ask her,

etc. At the end of the video, she shared how
much she would love to meet her birth sister,
Beth. I agreed to contact Beth’s parents to see if
they would be open to contact. Before I could
do so, I got an email from Beth’s mom saying
that they would be up in this area in a few weeks
visiting family and would love to meet Cydney
and her family. Well, I emailed both moms and
they made contact and got together to meet on
a beautiful Saturday afternoon. They were kind

enough to share their story and some photos with us and with you.
As you can see, one photo
is labeled- One Big Family.
The bond that was created
that day will clearly be a
long lasting and beautiful
one as I saw them trading
Facebook advice last night.
Thank you Leslie, Jeff,
Mark and Marcia and Cyd-
ney and Beth for connect-
ing and feeling love and

not fear –for taking the
leap of faith and for
being true adoption
advocates!

Beth and Cydney

One Big Family

Jonah, Chayse and Gigi welcome spring

Beth and Cydney

Raymond, Edith and babyJonathan are passport bound

Lucy and Zara celebrate their

American style on July 4th

Nicolas and Karine in love with new baby Amelie

Karine and Nicolas meet Amelia with Miss Loretta

and her beautiful mom

Enjoy the rest of the summer and I hope to see you all soon, either in person or on Facebook!



Go to adoptionarc.com and lease make a tax deductible
donation in any amount to Adoption ARC to assist us with

our mission of serving families. 

are just a click away!

4701 Pine Street, Apt. J-7
Philadelphia, PA 19143

OR CURRENT RESIDENT


